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Random genetic drift … 

[yes/no] is a random factor and therefore the outcome cannot be predicted.  

[yes/no] depends on population size. 

[yes/no] is more likely to remove rare alleles. 

[yes/no] decreases genetic diversity over time. 

[yes/no] is driving a population away from H-W equilibrium. 

[yes/no] is bringing subpopulation closer to each other 

[yes/no] is reducing the number of alles in a population over time. 

[yes/no] is leading to fixation of alleles.
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A founder effect occurs when a new colony is started by a few 
members of the original population. This small population size means 
that the colony may have: 

• _________ genetic variation from the original population. 

• a _______________ of the alleles in the original population. 

What does a founder effect and a bottleneck have in common? 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________
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Effect of bottleneck size (smallest number of individuals recorded in the population) 
and percentage hatching failure in 51 bird species. Hatching failure is plotted on a 
linear scale and bottleneck size is plotted on a logarithmic scale, although both were 
log transformed in analyses (Heber and Briskie, 2010).
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In 2010, Heber and Briskie reported a correlation between the population 
bottleneck size and hatching failure in birds. Can you explain the observation?  
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Members of the northern 
ancestral population migrate 
south.

Subpopulations are beeing 
formed but are separated by 
the Central Valley.

The south populations do not 
interbeed even though they 
occure in the same habitat.

Can you explain the follwoing oberservation?
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Random genetic drift … 

[yes/no] is a random factor and therefore the outcome cannot be predicted.  

[yes/no] depends on population size. 

[yes/no] is more likely to remove rare alles. 

[yes/no] decreases genetic diversity over time. 

[yes/no] is driving a population away from H-W equilibrium. 

[yes/no] is bringing subpopulation closer to each other (e.g. decreasing genetic 

distance between populations. 

[yes/no] is reducing the number of alles in a population over time. 

[yes/no] is leading to fixation of alleles. 
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A founder effect occurs when a new colony is started by a few members of the 
original population. This small population size means that the colony may have: 

• A_reduced_ genetic variation from the original population. 
• A _sub-sample_ of the alleles of the original population. 

What does a founder effect and a bottleneck have in common and where do they 

differ? 

• For both events only a sub-sample of the original population is 
considered. 

• Founder effects are (usually) limited to a few if not one (not 
necessarily random) sub-sample of individuals entering a new 
habitat, while bottlenecks reduce existing populations. 

• The history of a population is important for the calculation of its 
effective size.  
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There is a negative correlation between population bottleneck size and hatching failure in 
birds. In other words, the more severe the bottle neck was the lower the survival rate. 
Species that undergoes a reduction in population size often experiences increased 
inbreeding and an associated loss of genetic variation. Note: We assume that the hatching 
success (or failure) is (somewhat) equal in the 51 different species.

For a population to survive and grow, it requires both genetic variation and reproductive 
success. These traits are lacking in most threatened species, which often display decreased 
reproductive fitness and disease resistance
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A few members of the northern 
ancestral population migrate south. 
> Founder effents. Genetic diversity 
is smaller in the sub-population 
compare to the ancestral population.

Subpopulations are beeing formed 
but are separated by the Central 
Valley. The sub-populations drift 
genetically appart. There is no 
migration between population and 
inbreeding reduce genetic diversity 
within and increase genetic 
differentiation between populations 
further.

As a results, the south populations 
do not interbeed anymore even 
though they occure in the same 
habitat. The reason is not clear.

Can you explain the follwoing oberservation?
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⇒ ?Nm < N fNe =
4NmN f

Nm +N f

Unequal sex-ratios reduce the effective size of the population 
towards the number in the sex with the fewest breeding 
individuals.
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Variance in the family sizes has an influence on the 
effective popualtion size.
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Ne = Nk−2
k−1+Vkk

k: number of progeny
Vk : variance in family size

What happen to effective popualtion size in a idealised 
population (Poisson distribution) where family size is 3.
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For genes that are inherited only though one sex such as mtDNA, 
cpDNA, and the Y Chromosome, the effective population size for 
the appropriate sex determines the effect of genetic drift on those 
genes.

Ne =
Nef

2   or  Ne =
Nem

2
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Nm = 4 
Nf = 200

Nm = 200 
Nf= 200

Nm = 200 
Nf = 4

autosome Ne=? Ne=400 Ne=?

chromosome X Ne=? Ne=300 Ne=?

chromosome Y Ne=? Ne=? Ne=?

mitochondrial Ne=? Ne=? Ne=?
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Ne =
4NmN f

Nm +N f

Unequal sex-ratios reduce the effective size of the population towards 
the number in the sex with the fewest breeding individuals.
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⇒N f →∞
Ne ≈ 4

Nm < N f

The effective size of the population cannot exceed 4.
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Variance in the family sizes has an influence on the 
effective popualtion size.
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Ne = Nk−2
k−1+Vkk

k: number of progeny
Vk : variance in family size

Poisson : k = vk = 3

Ne = N 3−2
3−1+ 33

=
3(N−2

3
)

3 = N − 2
3
≈ N
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Nm = 4 
Nf = 200

Nm = 200 
Nf= 200

Nm = 200 
Nf = 4

autosome Ne=15.7 Ne=400 Ne=15.7

chromosome X Ne=17.3 Ne=300 Ne=8.9

chromosome Y Ne=2 Ne=100 Ne=100

mitochondrial Ne=100 Ne=100 Ne=2
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For genes that are inherited only though one sex such as mtDNA, cpDNA, 
and the Y Chromosome, the effective population size for the appropriate 
sex determines the effect of genetic drift on those genes.

Ne =
Nef

2   or  Ne =
Nem

2
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The probability of sampling the same mtDNA hap- lotype in two 
consecutive gametes is 1/Nf, where Nf is the number of females in the 
population. And since Nf = 0.5N: 

N f = Nm →
Ne(nuc)
Ne(mt)

= 4
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N f ≠ Nm →
Ne(nuc)
Ne(mt)

=

2(4N f Nm )
(N f + Nm )

N f

⇒ 8Nm

(N f + Nm )
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Nm = 4; Nf = 200
autosome: Ne = 4*4*200/(4+200) = 15.7
chromosome X: Ne = 9*4*200/(4*4+2*200) = 17.3
chromosome Y: Ne = 4/2 = 2
mitochondrial: Ne = 200/2 = 100

Nm = 200; Nf = 200
autosome: Ne = 4*200*200/(200+200) = 400
chromosome X: Ne = 9*200*200/(4*200+2*200) = 300
chromosome Y: Ne = 200/2 = 100
mitochondrial: Ne = 200/2 = 100

Nm = 200; Nf = 4
autosome: Ne = 4*200*4/(200+4) = 15.7
chromosome X: Ne = 9*200*4/(4*200+2*4) = 8.9
chromosome Y: Ne = 200/2 = 100
mitochondrial: Ne = 4/2 = 2
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Outcrossing is maintained as long as 

the fitness loss due to inbreeding 

depression is greater than the 

advantage of assured reproduction 

and the inherent twofold advantage of 

selfing alleles in an outcrossing 

population. Selfing results in an 
increased rate of genetic drift, which 
reduces the power of selection and 
decreases genetic diversity. These 

combined effects may contribute to 

increased extinction rates in selfers.Source: Koenig and Weigel (2015)
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Calculated the frequency of selfing based on the 
genotype frequencies below for a population at 
equilibrium that engages in mixed-selfing and 
outcrossing.

Genotype A1A1 A1A2 A2A2

Frequency 0.828 0.144 0.028
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Researchers at the deCODE Genetics company in Reykjavik mapped out kinship 
among all known Icelandic couples whose members were born between 1800 and 
1965. They then compared the numbers of children and grandchildren descended 
from these 160,811 couples. 

Researchers were shocked to find that for women born between 1800 and 1824, 
marriages between third cousins produced an average of 4.04 children and 9.17 
grandchildren, while marriages between eighth cousins or more distantly related 
couples had averages of only 3.34 children and 7.31 grandchildren. 

For women born between 1925 and 1949, with mates related at the degree of third 
cousins, the average number of children and grandchildren were 3.27 and 6.64, 
compared with 2.45 and 4.86 for those with mates who were eighth cousins, or more 
distantly related.

Iceland's 'Kissing Cousins' Breed More Kids
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The results showed that marriages between third or fourth 
cousins produced more offspring than unrelated couples. 
According to this but also other stidues marriages between 
related individuals produced more offspring. 

What gene experts do know is that nookie between closely 
related people, such as first or second cousins, increases the 
chances of passing down a recessive gene for a detrimental 
condition to their offspring. 

These findings seems to contradict our assumption that 
higher levels of inbreeding would results in a decrease of 
fitness. Try to find a possible explanation.
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F = 1− Ho

He

=
He − Ho

He

p = 0.828 + 1
2
0.144 = 0.9

q = 1− 0.9 = 0.1
→ He = 2pq = 0.18

FI =
0.18 − 0.144

0.18
= 0.2

→ Ho = 0.144

Genotype A1A1 A1A2 A2A2

Frequency 0.828 0.144 0.028

observed Heterozygosity

expected Heterozygosity
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"A possilbe reason that related couples were more 
biologically successful may be because these couples have 
"just right" genes (genetic compatibility) when combined — 
not too similar, but not too dissimilar, either." 

"It is also possible that biologic attraction plays a role. If you 
really look alike, feel alike and think alike, then maybe you 
have sex more often and have more babies. There are 
pheromones which cause attraction, and it might be possible 
that related people have higher sexual desire for one 
another."

https://abcnews.go.com/Health/ReproductiveHealth/story?id=4258128&page=1


